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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ionmegh ívó sz ínváltozatok a kollekc ió darab ja i3d Cutie theme ColleCtion
We have completely rethought and 
redesigned our 2012 season’s most successful 
collection. the result is a deliberately premium 
category invitation card. 

the card’s most important feature is the 
cute art work, but what makes it really special 
is the boxed edition and the multilayered 
3d paper design which is realized through 
an elaborate gluing process made entirely by 
hand. 

the basis of the invitation is a flat box made 
of pearlescent paperboard with a touch of 
golden shimmer. We paste a card on the top 
of the box with the caption ‘invitation’ or, upon 
request, the name of the couple. 

inside the box a folded card is inserted, 
we paste the further graphic elements on 
its colored external surface. the graphic 
elements are being cut by laser technique and 
2 mm thick paperboard spacers create the 
embossed effect. on the flowery base of the 
invitation card we first paste the light, floral 
patterned background in the shape of a round 
window. then we mount the graphics of 
the couple along with a decorative bow 
and the plaque with the ‘invitation’ label. 
last but not least comes a small heart 
so thus the invitation emerges from 
the base of the card at four layers. 

the little box can be completed 
with further decorative 
elements: we can add an extra 
paper in matching color to the 
bottom of the box in order 
to cover the little flaps used 
for the gluing process. 
underneath it a small 
ribbon can be inserted 
which is not only stylish but also 
helps the removal of the invitation card.

We have created this invitation in two color 
combinations, but other variations can be 
designed upon request.

»» 1042–1043
»» 2 color variations
»» 2 versions in all
»» boxed edition

lavender-silver_3D13-001 beige-cinnamon_3D13-002
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paper collect ions |  2013

other e lements

seat map, lasercut labels

3d Cutie Theme
Collection

postcard

face page and inside spread
top of the box

guestbook

coaster
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ionAbsolute elegAnt ColleCtion
as the name of the collection indicates it, 
this is an exceptionally elegant selection of 
invitation cards. 

it is elegant because we have chosen one 
of the largest paper sizes for this invitation, so 
that art work and text can both have plenty 
of space. 

elegant indeed, for we have created this 
collection from one of the best quality papers 
available in Hungary. a variety of fine colors 
have been selected from the products of a top 
italian paper manufacture. 

it is also elegant because of the choice 
of graphics: exciting and modern, its unique 
selection of colors and traditional layout gives a 
harmonious and clear image. 

at the front page of the invitation card, 
on pearlescent monochrome paperboard, 
a horizontal band with the ‘invitation’ label 
is attached. this elegant design gives the 
impression that the card is being tied with a 
wide ribbon. on the reverse of the card we 
have pasted the graphics on opalescent light 
yellow paper. this art work frames elegantly 
the invitation card with its wide mat and thin 
border.

We are offering six color combinations: 
bronze, old gold and burgundy are more 
elegant, low-key colors, while opalescent, 
coral and gold have a young, summery feeling. 
another special feature is that the opalescent 
reverse goes with gold band and the coral one 
with burgundy band. 

For every color combinations we grant 
white, extra big envelopes – and recommend 
the ones that go with the color of the card.

bronze_AE-12-001

antique gold_AE-12-002

mars_AE-12-003

opal_AE-12-004

coral_AE-12-005

gold_AE-12-006

»» 0001–0006
»» 6 color variations
»» 6 versions in all
»» elegant edition

coral backside with burgundy band opalescent backside with gold band
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paper collect ions |  2013

other e lements

seat map, lasercut labels

absolute elegant
ColleC tion

Drága Barátaink! 
Örömmel értesítünk, 

hogy egymásra találtunk és összeházasodunk. 
Szeretnénk ha velünk ünnepelnél, 

ezért 2011.07.16-án várunk Balatonfüreden. 

A hivatalos ceremónia az AnnaGrand Hotelben 
(8230 Balatonfüred, Gyógy tér 1) 16:30-tól lesz, 

melyet a templomi szertartás követ 
a Tihanyi Apátságban 18:00-tól. 

A vacsora és a hajnalig tartó bulizás 19:30-kor 
kezdődik az AnnaGrand Hotelben.

Anita & Andor

Meghívó

Köszönet

Baráth Elvira

Drága Barátaink! 
Fontos volt számunkra és hálásan  

köszönjük, hogy jelenlétetekkel  
megtiszteltétek házasságkötésünket.   

Köszönjük a sok jókívánságot  
és az ajándékokat!  

Anita & Andor

faceside and backside of invitation

seat card

wine label

coaster

faceside and backside of thank you card

napkin ribbon sachet and label for wedding gift 

labels of 3in1 box:
1. seat label
2. thank you label

menucard

Vacsora
Falusi Újházy tyúkhúsleves csigatésztával  

és omlós főtt hús tormával

Baconbe göngyölt szűzérmék zöldbors mártással  
és fűszeres steak burgonyával

Füstölt sajttal és baconnel töltött pulykamell, rizibizivel

Bazsalikommal fűszerezett, mozzarellás jércemell,  
petrezselymes burgonyával

Finom sajtokkal ízesített, zöldségekkel töltött sült padlizsán

Káposzta-, paradicsom- és uborkasaláta

Éjfélkor
Töltött káposzta tejföllel

Sajtpult

Baráth Elvira Anita & Andor

Köszönjük,
hogy velünk ünnepelsz!

2012. május 28.

Anita &  
Andor

házasságkötése alkalmából
2011. szeptember 17.

Ordinarium
Anita & Andor

Tokaji Furmint 2008.

Anita & Andor
2012. május 28.

Nászajándék
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ionAmber heArt ColleCtion
our 2011 season’s popular collection. the 
idea and the design has been much-praised, 
however, it has been suggested that a larger 
variety of colors and art works would be 
welcome. 

smart and creative on the outside; 
extravagant, nonconformist, but at the same 
time informative and practical on the inside. 
With this collection we would like to favor 
those customers who find it necessary to 
communicate all the information about the 
wedding in the invitation. this collection’s size 
and content makes it ideal to hold information 
straight and clear. 

in the standard vertical la/4 sized sachet 
eight different pages are inserted in a fan-like 
manner. this is a smart solution for creating 
lots of surface. the content of the pages can 
be changed on demand. 

We have selected the colors of a popular 
type of paper for this collection: the pages are 
printed on white gold paper with pearlescent 
glossy surface and the sachet can be ordered 
in elegant burgundy, cognac or youthful green 
colors. 

this collection, due to its numerous special 
design elements, has a slightly higher price. 

»» 0138–0140
»» 3 graphic versions
»» 3 versions in all
»» luxury edition

orange_AH-12-023

red lacquer_AH-12-021 botanic_AH-12-022

pages inserted in a fan-like manner
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other e lements

seat map, lasercut labels

Amber Heart
Collection

the spread outside of the 
invitation

the open sachet with fan-like pages

a legyezőszerűen beragasztott oldalak egyenként

cognac coloured sachet burgundy coloured sachet
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ionArtis iAn bAroque ColleCtion
in 2012 a new type of paper has appeared 
on the domestic market: a very high quality 
product with a whole new set of colors and 
surface, used essentially for luxury wrappings 
and unique prints. this brand of paper is called 
sKin and it has inspired our ultramodern 
invitation collection with a touch of baroque.

this brand of paper uses very bright, 
intense pop-colors, yet the surface of the 
paper gives a matte impression. 

an extra size goes with this special paper, 
so we have designed the sachet from a unique 
French piece of our compilation. a card is 
pasted in the sachet, we are offering it in both 
vertical and horizontal layout. the horizontal is 
a more traditional one while the vertical has a 
really extravagant look. 

the pasted card’s baroque patterns reflect 
these intense colors as well, though each time 
another color accompanies them, completing 
the picture. We have matched the vibrant 
absinth and orange colors with middle tone 
brown, for the red and lavender sachets we 
have chosen a neutral gray to go with, the 
extra bright magenta is paired with nice light 
blue color and the darker coffee and purple 
ones are completed with a bright peach color.

»» 1048–1061
»» 7 graphics and 2 layout versions
»» 14 versions in all
»» luxury edition

absynth_AB13-021

red_AB13-023

lavender_AB13-025

violet_AB13-027

orange_AB13-022

magenta_AB13-024

mocha_AB13-026
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other e lements

seat map, lasercut labels

Art isian Baroque
Col lect ion

postcard

guestbook

coaster

pocket folded invitation

envelope and label
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ionCAr Amel smoothie ColleCtion
xtr A AesthetiC envelope series
our 2013 collection’s unique piece is the 
square format middle sized padded envelope 
series. We have designed several different 
collections that go with it.

the idea was to create an envelope from 
a paper weighing 160-170 grammes which 
is not only elegant but lasts longer. the 
envelope is designed so that the inside, where 
we have pasted an ornate, colored lining on 
90 grammes paper, could be seen from the 
outside. 

the invitation card that goes with this 
envelope is always an elegant one with special 
typography. For this collection we have chosen 
a particular paper containing algae: its pleasant 
beige color, ‘creamy’ texture and elegant, 
smooth surface matches perfectly the lining’s 
ornate floral pattern. 

»» 1074–1076
»» 3 graphic versions
»» 3 versions in all
»» elegant edition

graphic1_CS13-051

graphic3_CS13-053

graphic2_CS13-052
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other e lements

seat map, lasercut labels

Caramel Smoothie Collection
xae Series

postcard

guestbook

padded envelope

invitation outside and inside pages

coaster
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ionelegAntly WAsted ColleCtion
another extravagant piece from this year’s 
collection. We have used several features to 
create a result that reflects in every bit the 
young couple’s excellent taste and elegant 
style.  

For this exceptionally elegant square 
format we have chosen a unique paper 
called soft touch. its surface has the touch 
of Camembert: whoever takes it in his hands 
immediately wants to caress it. We print on 
this glistening white soft surface with black, 
creating a truly elegant look since the effect 
generated by the interaction of black and 
white has always been the sign of neat and 
stylish. We wanted to ease the solemnity of 
this look with a beautiful floral pattern. 

We are mounting on the back of this 
invitation card a paperboard that can be 
ordered in eight different colors. the final 
touch is the pasting of a thick black paperboard 
on the colored side of the card. the black 
paperboard card’s backside thus becomes the 
front of the invitation: this is the side we’ll see 
when we take the card out of the envelope. 
the floral pattern is applied on this surface 
with transparent foil technique. the white 
front page and the black reverse stand for the 
colors of the bride and the groom, the colored 
paperboard accompanying the two colors. 
this paperboard with the chosen color can 
only be seen from sideways: it is invisible if we 
are looking at the front of the card. a delicate 
gesture that raises the attention only of the 
careful viewer. 

K Ö L C S Ö N Ö S  S Z E R E L E M B E N   

É S  E G Y E T É R T É S B E N  Ú G Y  D Ö N T Ö T T Ü N K ,   

H O G Y  2 0 1 0 .  S Z E P T E M B E R  4 - É N  1 6  Ó R A K O R   

A  K E C S K E M É T I  R E F O R M Á T U S  T E M P L O M B A N   

Ö S S Z E K Ö T J Ü K  S O R S U N K A T .

Ö R Ö M Ü N K E T  S Z E R E T N É N K  M E G O S Z T A N I  V E L E T E K ,   

E Z É R T  S Z E R E T E T T E L  V Á R U N K  B E N N E T E K E T   

A  F E N T I  N A P O N  1 3  Ó R Á T Ó L  A  G E R É B I  K Ú R I Á B A ,   

A  C E R E M Ó N I Á T  K Ö V E T Ő   

Ü N N E P I  V A C S O R A  H E L Y S Z Í N É R E .

Csikós Julianna  É S   Magor Kornél

beige_EW-11-091

gold leaf_EW-11-095

cognac_EW-11-093

red lacquer_EW-11-097

silver_EW-11-092

mandarin_EW-11-096

botanic_EW-11-094

nude_EW-11-098

»» 0396–0403
»» 8 graphic versions
»» 8 versions in all
»» luxury edition
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paper collect ions |  2013

other e lements

seat map, lasercut labels

e l e g a n t l y  w a s t e d
c o l l e c t i o n

K Ö L C S Ö N Ö S  S Z E R E L E M B E N   

É S  E G Y E T É R T É S B E N  Ú G Y  D Ö N T Ö T T Ü N K ,   

H O G Y  2 0 1 0 .  S Z E P T E M B E R  4 - É N  1 6  Ó R A K O R   

A  K E C S K E M É T I  R E F O R M Á T U S  T E M P L O M B A N   

Ö S S Z E K Ö T J Ü K  S O R S U N K A T .

Ö R Ö M Ü N K E T  S Z E R E T N É N K  M E G O S Z T A N I  V E L E T E K ,   

E Z É R T  S Z E R E T E T T E L  V Á R U N K  B E N N E T E K E T   

A  F E N T I  N A P O N  1 3  Ó R Á T Ó L  A  G E R É B I  K Ú R I Á B A ,   

A  C E R E M Ó N I Á T  K Ö V E T Ő   

Ü N N E P I  V A C S O R A  H E L Y S Z Í N É R E .

Csikós Julianna  É S   Magor Kornél

M E G H Í V Ó

F O N T O S  V O L T  N E K Ü N K ,   

H O G Y  A Z  E S K Ü V Ő N K  N A P J Á N  E G Y Ü T T  L E G Y Ü N K  V E L E T E K .

K Ö S Z Ö N J Ü K ,  H O G Y  E L J Ö T T E T E K !

Csikós Julianna  É S   Magor Kornél

M A J Z I K  I L O N A

N Á S Z A J Á N D É K

Libaleves daragaluskával  
Tárkonyos borjúraguleves  

Görög saláta  
Ananászos jércesaláta 

Töltött csirkecomb,  
Rántott sertés szűzpecsenye sonkával-sajttal töltve, 

Pulykamell rokfortmártással,  
Pangácius filé vagy fogas

pirított parázsburgonya, vajas zöldségek,  
vadrizs piláffal és hercegnőburgonyával, 

Spagetti bazsalikomos paradicsommártással 

Sajtízelítő, Tortaízelítő, Gyümölcssaláta, Madártej

Töltött káposzta

Korlátlan italfogyasztás 18-02h között.  
02h után a sör, bor, üdítő, kávé és tea fogyasztás  

térítés ellenében. 

Libaleves daragaluskával  
Tárkonyos borjúraguleves  

Görög saláta  
Ananászos jércesaláta 

Töltött csirkecomb,  
Rántott sertés szűzpecsenye sonkával-sajttal töltve, 

Pulykamell rokfortmártással,  
Pangácius filé vagy fogas

pirított parázsburgonya, vajas zöldségek,  
vadrizs piláffal és hercegnőburgonyával, 

Spagetti bazsalikomos paradicsommártással 

Sajtízelítő, Tortaízelítő, Gyümölcssaláta, Madártej

Töltött káposzta

Korlátlan italfogyasztás 18-02h között.  
02h után a sör, bor, üdítő, kávé és tea fogyasztás  

térítés ellenében. 

Libaleves daragaluskával  
Tárkonyos borjúraguleves  

Görög saláta  
Ananászos jércesaláta 

Töltött csirkecomb,  
Rántott sertés szűzpecsenye sonkával-sajttal töltve, 

Pulykamell rokfortmártással,  
Pangácius filé vagy fogas

pirított parázsburgonya, vajas zöldségek,  
vadrizs piláffal és hercegnőburgonyával, 

Spagetti bazsalikomos paradicsommártással 

Sajtízelítő, Tortaízelítő, Gyümölcssaláta, Madártej

Töltött káposzta

Korlátlan italfogyasztás 18-02h között.  
02h után a sör, bor, üdítő, kávé és tea fogyasztás  

térítés ellenében. 

coaster sachet and label for wedding gift 

seat card

labels of 3in1 box:
1. seat label
2. thank you label

napkin ribbon

Julianna   
és Gábor

two sided invitation thank you card

triangle menucard

wine label
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ion

»» 1091
»» custom-made versions
»» -
»» unique edition

embossed monogr Am  
ColleCtion
the 2013 collection’s unique piece, exclusively 
custom-made. an embossed monogram, 
customized for the young couple, is at the 
heart of this collection. 

a monogram created from the bride’s and 
the groom’s name is not just one of the most 
stylish and unique solutions for the wedding 
and all its accessories, but could also be used 
after the wedding. 

First of all the couple express their 
request regarding the color and the style 
of the monogram. then we design at least 
two versions of the monogram, enabling the 
couple to select the one they like the best – 
with some modifications, if necessary.

Based on the chosen monogram we create 
an embossing mold and design the other 
parameters of the invitation card as well. this 
type of invitation is always custom-made, 
therefore all of its features (like the size, the 
color, the type of paper, sachet and card we 
use) can be subject to modifications requested 
by the couple. the actual invitation card is 
made according to these specified details. 

the standard price for a monogram design 
is 25000 HuF, the cost of the embossing 
mold is 15000 HuF, the cost of starting up 
the individual manufacture is 10000 HuF 
– however, as part of our special campaign 
to introduce this product, we are offering 
the manufacture of this invitation card at a 
reduced rate, starting from 30000 HuF. We 
establish the actual price after the final version 
of the invitation (with all its parameters 
including size, color, paper etc.) has been 
agreed upon. 

this type of invitation is obviously not 
a cheap or rapidly made one, but it is 
guaranteed to be exclusive and one of a kind. 

EM13-091
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other e lements

seat map, lasercut labels

Embossed Monogram
Collection

guestbook

coaster
postcard

two sided invitation card

envelope and label
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ionFolk Art seAm ColleCtion
in 2012 a new type of paper has appeared 
on the domestic market: a very high quality 
product with a whole new set of colors and 
surface, used essentially for luxury wrappings 
and unique prints. this brand of paper is called 
sKin and it has inspired our ultramodern 
invitation collection with a touch of folk art.

this brand of paper uses very bright, 
intense pop-colors, yet the surface of the 
paper gives a matte impression. 

an extra size goes with this special paper, 
so we have made from a unique French piece 
of our compilation a two-layer thick, pasted 
base. two cards – printed on beautiful, ribbed 
paper – are pasted on each side of this base. 

the art work is also special: we have six 
different backside variations. Whoever orders 
from this collection won’t get six identical 
pieces, but six unique ones with different 
reverses. 

the pasted cards’ patterns reflect the 
intense colors as well, though each time 
another color accompanies them, completing 
the picture. We have matched the vibrant 
magenta with bright banana green color, for 
the red one we have chosen a neutral gray, 

»» 1105–1129
»» 4 graphic versions, 6 different backside
»» 24 versions in all
»» luxury edition

the low-key lavender is paired with a pleasant 
powder color and the darker coffee color is 
completed with a light turquoise.  

banana-magenta_FS13-141

powder-lavender_FS13-143

cinnamon-red_FS13-142

cyan-mocha_FS13-144
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other e lements

seat map, lasercut labels

Folkart  Seam 
Collection

guestbook

postcard

two sided invitation card

envelope and label

coaster
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ion

»» 1131–1136
»» 3 graphic ver., 2 different inside papers
»» 6 versions in all
»» luxury edition

hummingbird ColleCtion
this collection is, beyond doubt, the biggest 
innovation of our 2013 range, offering the most 
extraordinary type of invitation card. 

the peculiarity of this invitation is the 
special printing technique called letterpress. 
this (mainly handcrafted) procedure has 
almost completely been forgotten by now. 
owing to the technological development 
at the beginning of the 90s the traditional 
printing techniques became unprofitable 
and disappeared bit by bit. the letterpress 
technique is being rediscovered nowadays, 
mostly in the united states and in Western 
europe. in Hungary only a small printing-house 
engages in letterpress (and nothing else), so 
the invitation cards made with this technique 
are really unique. 

the interesting thing about this procedure 
is that it permits the printing on certain type of 
papers that couldn’t be printed on otherwise. 
the printing is embossed in the special, 2 mm 
thick paperboard: this way not only the colors 
become apparent, but the patterns too. the 
inking is also extraordinary as we can choose 
from among a few thousand colors. after the 
color printing we use a certain technique that 
presses embossed, colorless patterns into the 
paper.

With this collection we are the only 
ones on the hungarian market offering 
letterpress invitation cards. 

a card with simple, elegant typography 
is pasted on the back of the invitation, that 
we are offering  in three different color 
combinations. Between the two layers we 
have inserted another piece of paper in the 
color of the invitation card. 

We are offering this special type of 
invitation card from January 2013 at an 
introductory price.

orange-brown_ 
HB13-161

magenta-banana_
HB13-162

cyan-brown_ 
HB13-163
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other e lements

seat map, lasercut labels

Hummingbird Collection

envelope and labeltwo sided invitation card

postcardguestbook
coaster
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ion

»» 1137–1147
»» 11 color variations
»» 11 versions in all
»» modern edition

idylliC r AinboW ColleCtion
a fine set of paper with exciting, bright colors 
has been selected for this collection that has 11 
variants. 

an extra size goes with this special paper, 
so we have designed the sachet from a unique 
French piece of our compilation. a card is 
pasted in the sachet: a beige card goes with 
cream-colored, drab and chocolate sachets 
and a white one with the other colors. 

this colorful set of sachets is completed 
with folk art inspired floral and bird patterns. 
We mount this art work on the sachet with a 
special transparent foil technique – it enables 
a nice and delicate look and, if looked at 
from the right angle, creates a beautiful, shiny 
surface. 

this motif also appears at the side of the 
card and in the background, integrating with 
the design of the sachet which frames elegantly 
the card. the card’s narrow, horizontal layout 
and size ensures the necessary space for the 
text – without the overall image becoming too 
dense. 

along with the standard envelopes that 
go with this collection we recommend the 
fine ones made from pearlescent paper that 
can be ordered in many colors matching the 
invitation cards. 

beige_IR13-171

salmon_IR13-175

light green_IR13-179

sand_IR13-172

light pink_IR13-176

banana_IR13-180

chocolate_IR13-173

pink_IR13-177

light blue_IR13-181

yellow_IR13-174

lavender_IR13-178
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other e lements

seat map, lasercut labels

Idyllic Rainbow 
Collection

envelope and label

postcard

guestbook

coaster

pocket folded invitation
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ion

»» 1154–1159
»» 3 graphic vers, and 2 different backsides
»» 6 versions in all
»» bohemian edition

JeAns lAbel ColleCtion
only in our collection: developed and created 
by our designers, a unique set of sachets and 
invitation cards. 

in the individually sized paperboard sachet 
(open from the right side) we have placed the 
invitation card that matches the sachet. the 
card can be designed with various content.

the colors, the typography, the pattern of 
the background and the seam imitation graphics 
of the design all remind us of a clothing label. 
the upper cut corners, the natural, fibrous look 
of the paperboard, the color variations of the 
reverse, the puncture and the braiding all give a 
genuine clothing label look. Besides the already 
existing color combinations we are gladly 
designing new ones as well. 

along with the standard sachets that go 
with this collection, fine ones made from 
pearlescent paper  can be ordered as well – in 
many colors matching the invitation cards.

roses_JL13-201

hearted flower_JL13-203

hearts_JL13-202
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seat map, lasercut labels

J e a n s  L a b e l
C o l l e c t i o n

postcard

guestbook

coaster
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ionlA rosA negr A ColleCtion
the elegant la rosa negra Collection is the 
most extravagant one: special in every single 
detail. 

the reverse of the invitation card is a black, 
matte paperboard that gives the impression 
of handmade paper. its uneven surface can be 
felt through the lustre film layer that is applied 
on the paper in three colors. this filmy surface 
looks different from different angles. if the 
light reaches it from the side, the color of the 
surface is barely noticeable, only the difference 
in the texture. However, in frontal light it looks 
bright, colorful and shiny. 

the three available colors – a modern 
bright red, an elegant golden, and a stylish 
purple – all have an astonishing effect on black.

a horizontal black band traverses the 
graphics, a black card with a white ‘invitation’ 
label is pasted in the band’s frame. 

a white card from the same type of 
paperboard is pasted on the other side of the 
invitation, the text of the invitation is printed 
on its surface. a rose motif frames gently the 
elegant and unsophisticated typography of the 
text. this invitation can only be marvelled: the 
perfect accessory of an elegant, one of a kind 
wedding. 

»» 0529–0531
»» 3 color variations
»» 3 versions in all
»» luxury edition

red_RN-12-281

magenta_RN-12-283

gold_RN-12-282
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other e lements

seat map, lasercut labels

two sided invitation card two sided thank you card

labels of 3in1 box:
1. seat label
2. thank you label

napkin ribbon LaRosaNegra_BG_01.indd   1 2011.12.21.   15:30:33

brigitta  
és soma

LaRosaNegra_Szalvétacimke_01.indd   1 2011.12.21.   15:32:50

coaster

wine label

sachet and label for wedding gift seat card

two sided menu card
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ion

»» 1163–1168
»» 6 color variations
»» 6 versions in all
»» bohemian edition

lined dotted ColleCtion
new in the 2013 collection, this elegant and 
practical invitation with the sachet design 
enables an extensive use. 

a popular, pearlescent set of papers’ 
oxygen white piece has been selected for this 
collection; the glitters blending with the velvety 
white color can only be seen if looked at from 
the right angle. 

the combination of the intense, bright 
color and the simple white paper makes this 
collection special. the two slightly arched flaps 
of the sachet can be opened upwards and 
downwards, the square format invitation card 
goes on the inner side of the flap. the card’s 
elegant square format  and size ensures the 
necessary space for the text – without the 
overall image becoming too dense.

this collection has a merry and youthful 
design: the lots of bright colors, lined and 
dotted surfaces, playful patterns and the 
attractive, american-style typography create a 
vibrant look.

Besides the already existing color 
combinations we are gladly designing new ones 
as well. along with the standard envelopes 
that go with this collection we recommend the 
fine ones made from pearlescent paper that 
can be ordered in many colors matching the 
invitation cards. 

color1_LD13-221

color3_LD13-223

color5_LD13-225

color2_LD13-222

color4_LD13-224

color6_LD13-226
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seat map, lasercut labels

l ined  dotted
collect ion

guestbook

pocket folded invitation front side and back 
side

pocket folded invitation inside pages

envelope and label

coaster

postcard
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ionlove story Ad ColleCtion
the 2013 collection’s unique piece, exclusively 
custom-made. the couple’s love story is at 
the heart of this collection: we organize the 
story typographically and graphically so that it 
resembles a magazine’s ad page.

We are highlighting the important details 
with the use of pictograms and other graphic 
elements, the memorable dates receive 
special coloring, typography and frames. as a 
result we get a colorful, richly illustrated and 
absolutely unique invitation.

two samples have been made in different 
size, color and from different kinds of paper, 
but since this type of invitation is always 
custom-made, all of its features (like the 
size, the color, the type of paper, sachet and 
card we use) can be subject to modifications 
requested by the couple. the actual invitation 
card is made according to these specified 
details.

due to the customized design and the 
amount of graphic work this invitation 
requires, its standard price would be 25000 
HuF. However, as part of our special 
campaign to introduce this product, we are 
offering the manufacture of this invitation 
card at a reduced rate, starting from 15000 
HuF. We establish the actual price after 
the final version of the invitation (with all its 

parameters including size, color, paper etc.) has 
been agreed upon. 

this type of invitation is obviously not 

a cheap or rapidly made one, but it is 
guaranteed to be exclusive and unique. 

»» 1169–1170
»» 2 size variations
»» 2 versions in all
»» bohemian edition

T5_LS13-231 T7_LS13-232
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ionmAnhAttAn style ColleCtion
the 2013 catalogue’s novelty is an exceptionally 
elegant and unconventional wedding invitation, 
made with elaborate gluing process. We are 
manufacturing it in one-page double sided 
version with two color combinations. the duo 
of tarnished green and peach is a solemn yet 
bold combination, while dark red combined 
with drab looks friskier. 

the art work’s classic floral pattern could 
remind us of a fine tapestry in modern 
interpretation: elegant and stylish yet lively and 
youthful. 

a unique kind of paper has been selected 
for this unique invitation card: a creative paper 
with special structure. this modern paper 
creates a perfect harmony with the pattern 
rich in colors.

the flower motif is placed on the front 
page, it serves as a sort of frame to the raised 
invitation card in the middle. the cards are 2 
mm thick each, the invitation itself becoming 
3 mm thick with the raised card placed in a 
window at the middle of the base card. the 
complex gluing process is made entirely by 
hand, producing a really unique effect. 

Besides the already existing color 
combinations we are gladly designing new ones 
as well. along with the standard envelopes 
that go with this collection we recommend the 
fine ones made from pearlescent paper that 
can be ordered in many colors matching the 
invitation cards. 

»» 1171–1172
»» 2 color variations
»» 2 versions in all
»» elegant edition

antique gold & peach_MS13-241 burgundy & sand_MS13-242
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seat map, lasercut labels

Manhattan Style 
Collection

envelope and label
two sided invitation card

postcard
guestbook

coaster
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ion

»» 1206–1349
»» 2 sizes, 2 flowers, 6 color and graphic var.
»» 144 versions in all
»» modern edition

poppy & rose ColleCtion
an invitation that can be varied in many ways 
with a simple yet creative handmade design 
that makes it special. two different card sizes 
are available in our range – the standard C/6 
and the la/4 format. the paper we use in 
both cases is a modern, snow white one with 
pointed structure, the text goes on its surface 
with black and gray ink.

a rose and a poppy art work is the basis 
of the graphics: their petals are blowing in 
the wind, ‘floating’ on the different pages 
of the invitation card. six pattern has been 
selected and printed on six differently colored 
paperboard. the petals are created by laser 
cut out and are pasted on the pages of the 
invitation card manually. 

as a result we get a ‘homemade’ looking 
invitation which is modern and youthful in 
every bit and will be looked at with sincere 
admiration. 

Besides the already existing color 
combinations we are gladly designing new ones 
as well. along with the standard envelopes 
that go with this collection we recommend the 
fine ones made from pearlescent paper that 
can be ordered in many colors matching the 
invitation cards.

lavender-retro flower_PR13-331

banana-hearts pattern_PR13-333

pink-small flowers_PR13-335

red-modern flower_PR13-332

burgubdy-retro pattern_PR13-334

yellow-flower pattern_PR13-336
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seat map, lasercut labels

poppy & rose
collection

guestbook

coaster

postcard

envelope and label

folded invitation
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ion

»» 1358–1360
»» 3 color variations
»» 3 versions in all
»» v intage edition

rustiC FloWers ColleCtion
this is a charming vintage edition invitation 
card made of recycled paper with great colors, 
art works and unique design.

one of the specialities of this collection 
is the use of recycled paper that completes 
nicely the bright, youthful colors and adds a 
rustic touch to the invitation. 

the three flower motifs are made with 
antique woodcut technique. the image 
is completed with a pale background and 
a classical pattern at the sides. the floral 
patterns are designed in three bright colors 
while the typography and the side pattern in 
the background received drab-brown earth 
colors.

the front and the back of the invitation are 
printed on two different pieces of paperboard. 
We paste a third piece of paperboard 
between the two in a color identical with the 
flower motif. the invitation card thus becomes 
quite thick and turned on its side the inset is 
clearly visible, adding a nice touch to the image.

Besides the models shown herein, we 
are gladly designing new sizes as well. along 
with the standard envelopes that go with this 
collection we recommend the special ones 
made from recycled paper.

A monogram created from the bride’s 
and the groom’s name is not just 
one of the most stylish and unique 
solutions for the wedding and all its 
accessories, but could also be used 
after the big day. Here are some of 
our custom-made monograms. 

pink_RF13-361 cyan_RF13-362 sun_RF13-363
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seat map, lasercut labels

guestbook
postcard

two sided invitation card

envelope and label by repaper

coaster
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ion

»» 1372
»» 1 variations
»» 1 variations at all
»» bohemian edition

s illy elephAnts ColleCtion
in this collection we combine a simple yet 
practical form with a charming and funny art 
work. one of the peculiarities of this collection 
is the elegant, pearlescent paperboard with 
a touch of golden shimmer that accompanies 
the grayish tones printed on its surface. 

the graphic is a cute elephant couple, their 
accessories (a bow-tie and a veil) make the 
invitation even funnier.

a standard la/4 size horizontal sachet is 
the basis of the invitation. the flaps of the 
sachet open sideways and grant lots of useful 
surface. a pasted card goes inside the sachet 
with the text of the invitation. 

this invitation card’s was one of the last 
collections we have designed: we only had 
time to complete one color combination. 
therefore we are gladly designing new color 
combinations as well. 

along with the standard envelopes that 
go with this collection we recommend the 
fine ones made from pearlescent paper that 
can be ordered in many colors matching the 
invitation cards.

grey-cyan_SY13-401
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Silly Elephants
Collection

guestbook coaster

postcard

pocketfolded invitation
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ionstAge pAss ColleCtion
a uniquely creative invitation in our catalogue 
that breaks with the wedding traditions: it 
shows that the couple regard the event as a 
party, rather than a formal ceremony. 

a stage pass is the performers’ and the tech 
crew’s badge at concerts and other events that 
enables the entry on stage and backstage. We 
would like to substitute the traditional wedding 
invitation with this stage pass that contains all 
the necessary information about the wedding, 
but in a style that matches the theme.  

the cards shown below have all been 
created on the basis of a photo. there are a 
few things to be considered with this type of 
invitation. the most important feature of a 
nice, photo-based invitation is a good photo of 
course. it will be the central motif of the card, 
the use of other graphic elements is minimal. 
Based on the style of the photo and the 
couple’s personality, many kinds of stage pass 
invitation cards can be made. 

the design is basically a plastic card: a 
colorful printed card with glossy plastic 
surface, rounded corners and a flat hole for 
the neck strap. in our samples the photo 
and the name of the couple, the date of the 
wedding and the stage Pass label go on the 
same side of the the card. the layout of the 

back of the card has been reversed: all the 
information is there, but the photo becomes 
the background upon which the text of the 
invitation is written. We are gladly designing 
other layouts as well, upon request. 

the last component of the stage pass 
invitation is the neck strap. We can offer two 
solutions. the cheaper and simpler one is 
the unicolored, 3 cm wide neck strap which 
is available in black, white, blue, green, yellow, 
orange and red colors. the lower part of 
the strap can be unclasped. the other, really 
unique solution is the custom-made neck 
strap. in this case any detail or information (like 
the name of the couple, the date or the venue 
of the event) can be printed on the 2 cm wide 
strap which can be adjusted to the card in 
style as well. However, the minimum amount 
the manufacturer of these custom-made neck 
straps makes is 100 pieces – they are not able 
to fulfill a demand that does not reach this 
limit. 

although a traditional wedding invitation is 
addressed to a family or two people, the point 
of this stage pass invitation is being custom-
made for everyone, so the most stylish 
solution is when each guest has his or her own 
stage pass.  

»» 0894–0894
»» 1 variations
»» 1 variations at all
»» thematic al edition
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seat map, lasercut labels

Stage Pass
Collection

napkin ribbon

sachet and label for wedding gift 

Öt fogásos vacsora,  
tányérszervizzel:

 
Libamájtorta tokaji borzselével 

 és pisztácia pestoval

Újházi tyúkhúsleves

Rose kacsamell szilvával, szőlővel, 
calvados mousse-al és rozmaringos 

hordóburgonyával

Borjú szűz zsályával, pármai sonkával 
egybesütve, rukkolás burgonyapürével

Csokoládé szuflé likőrös diómártással

Éjféli vacsora büféasztalról 
kínálva:

Mini töltött káposzta friss kenyérrel  
és tejföllel

Vörösboros marhapörkölt galuskával

Italok:

Szénsavas üdítők (Coca Cola, Coca 
Cola light, Fanta, Tonic, Gyömbér)

Rostos üdítők (narancslé,  
almalé, őszibaracklé)

Szénsavas és szénsavmentes  
ásványvíz

Csapolt sör

Vörös és fehér bor

Kávé, Cappuccino

Johnny Walker

Finlandia vodka

Bacardi rum

Jagermeister

Pálinka

Baileys

Öt fogásos vacsora,  
tányérszervizzel:

 
Libamájtorta tokaji borzselével 

 és pisztácia pestoval

Újházi tyúkhúsleves

Rose kacsamell szilvával, szőlővel, 
calvados mousse-al és rozmaringos 

hordóburgonyával

Borjú szűz zsályával, pármai sonkával 
egybesütve, rukkolás burgonyapürével

Csokoládé szuflé likőrös diómártással

Éjféli vacsora büféasztalról 
kínálva:

Mini töltött káposzta friss kenyérrel  
és tejföllel

Vörösboros marhapörkölt galuskával

triangle folded menu card

Cserszegi 
fú́szeres
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A fajtát 1960-ban a Bakonyi család 
tagja, Bakonyi Károly nemesítette a 
Keszthely melletti Cserszegtomajon, 
az Irsai Olivér és a piros tramini 
szőlőfajták keresztezésével. 

Mama

wine label

coaster

two sided, folded seat card

Nagyon köszönjük, 
hogy elfogadtad meghívásunkat,

szívből örülünk, 
hogy együtt ünnepelhetünk.

 Évi és Szabi 

Évi_Szabi_Ultetokártya_06.indd   1 2011.05.09.   9:09:38

Kovács István

Kovács István
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invitation, guestbook, envelop label, 3in1 seat-
card, postcard, thank you card, seatcard, menu 
card, boxlabel, vine label & napkin ribbon

var iat ions parts of collect ionWhite r Ambler ColleCtion
one of our most extraordinary collections 
with beautiful art work, unique design and a 
variety of colors.

the extra size of the invitation is also 
special: the elegant sachet that has lots of 
surfaces is slightly bigger than the standard 
French envelope size. the outside of the 
sachet is enameled, the pasted cards go inside 
it. a special, snow white, smooth paper with 
the touch of Camembert has been selected 
for the sachet while the pasted cards are 
made from delicately glittering pearlescent 
paper. 

the card that covers all the inner surface of 
the sachet has a more intense color. this card 
serves as a frame for the second pasted card 
with the text of the invitation. a really elegant 
rambler motif appears on the outside of the 
sachet and on its flaps as well. this deliberately 
delicate rambler motif does not conceal the 
uniqueness of the paper. 

For a traditional and low-key style invitation 
the cognac, old gold and burgundy colors are 
perfect – indigo, green and antimon colors 
grant a more modern look. one thing is 
certain: all of them are solemn and really 
elegant. 

»» 1026–1031
»» 6 color variations
»» 6 versions in all
»» luxury edition

cognac_WR12-691

red lacquer_WR12-693

botanic_WR12-695

gold leaf_WR12-692

blue print_WR12-694

lustre_WR12-696
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seat map, lasercut labels

white rambler
collection

meghívó tasak elő és hátoldala a két nyitható füllel

pocketfolded invitation

labels of 3in1 box:
1. seat label
2. thank you label

napkin ribbon

detti  
és ádám

coaster
wine label
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